
PS RACING DRIVERS SPRAY CHAMPANGE ON PODIUMS AT PAN DELTA 

 
Summary: 
Robert Buchheit and Will Dew take podiums in Circuit Hero while Cunnington totally 
dominates Masters, taking 5th overall in AFR 
 
20 September 2014 
Zhuhai International Circuit –  
 

The pageantry of the Pan Delta Race Festival continued today under sunny and warm 
conditions, with over 15,000 fan attendance, live television and PS Racing models 
bringing attention to the race grids. 
 
Circuit Hero One 
In Circuit Hero One, PS Racing drivers Robert Buchheit in his Porsche GT3 and Will Dew 
in his Lotus Elise both took to the podium, with Buchheit making a rocket-launching start 
in his 415hp GT3 to rocket to P2 overall by the first corner, throughout the race 
continuing to extending the gap to the 3rd place driver, finishing 2nd on the podium. 
Will Dew started the first lap with a fantastic battle alongside fellow Brit Lee Field, 
completing an aggressive pass on Field’s Ariel Atom in T7, but with Field retaking the 
position. However, Dew took a solid 3rd in Class on the podium. 
 
Asia Formula Renault 
PS Racing’s Guillaume Cunnington did his best race ever today, starting 1st in the 
Master’s Class after dominating Pole Position. Cunnington started the race 9th overall, 
and battled his way through the field to finish 5th overall while dominating Masters yet 
again for another glorious win. 
Neric Wei got off to a good start but went into the grass in the high speed Turn 14 on 
the first lap and dropped far behind, making up several positions before the end of the 
ten lap sprint race.  
Sebastien Mailleux got off to a fantastic start but spun in T9 after several laps and was 
unable to restart.  
Meanwhile, Maxx Ebenal, who had qualified 3rd, only 0.2 seconds off pole position, got 
off to a typically excellent start and moved up into P2 immediately. However, on the last 
lap, after having dropped to 3rd during the race, while battling with 2008 AFR Champion 
Jim Kato, Ebenal spun, despite setting one of the fastest laps of the race.  
 
Tomorrow the Pan Delta Race Festival Action will continue with Round 2 of both Asia 
Formula Renault and Circuit Hero One. Stay tuned to http://www.psracing.com for 
updates. 
 
 


